CHAIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM™ (CMS)

Storeroom and warehouse space is at a premium. Simply stacking boxes of chain on top of each other to conserve space only creates more of a mess. Add in chain reels with loose roller chain failing to stay on the reel, and the mess only gets bigger.

Tsubaki has the solution with the CHAIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM™ (CMS), a complete roller chain storage and cutting device designed to eliminate unnecessary storage and waste issues.

Included with the CMS is a fully modular cutting table that has four casters for ease of movement. This allows the operator to move the table and cut chain directly to the production floor eliminating unnecessary downtime.

The cutting table can cut chain sizes from #40-100, #40-2-80-2 and British Standard easily by operating the hand pumping system. The chain is effectively cut with little waste and no damage to the chain. Cutting Blocks are sold separately.

A catch pan directly under the cutting mechanism catches all loose parts. Cutting tools for each chain size are sold separately. The cutting table and carousel can be sold separately.

A solidly constructed storage carousel capable of housing up to a dozen reels of single and double pitch chains is part of the complete CMS system. The easy-to-use carousel can be rotated by a simple hand-crank that moves freely and effortlessly.
Some of Tsubaki’s Other Problem-Solving Products

- Sealed Joint Chain Options
- Backstops & Overrunning Clutches
- Steel Cable Carriers
- Continuous-Flex Cables
- SMART TOOTH® Sprockets
- Titan® Chain
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